Port Washington Fishing Charters in Port Washington, Wisconsin
This story is from a real experience fishing trip aboard the Night Flight.

The day before the fishing trip was all about packing and organizing. We scheduled a fishing charter on
the Night Flight, and we all were ready to go. We packed our sunscreen, snacks, water bottles and other
gear recommended to bring along. We traveled from Chicago, Illinois to Port Washington, Wisconsin early
to avoid the traffic. We were at the boat dock ready to go by five am sharp.
All four of us had purchased our two-day fishing license online with the Wisconsin DNR (Department of
Natural Resources) the day before. Getting the fishing license ahead of time allowed us to leave the dock
early and see the sunrise as we headed out to go fishing.

As Captain Bob eased out of Port Washington harbor into Lake Michigan, the first mate Gus began
inspecting the fishing poles. After 20 minutes of cruising, the boat slowed to a trolling speed and the lures
were put in the water, ready to catch a fish. We all were looking forward to this fishing charter experience
and what fish we might hook.
“Fish on!” Gus stated. The first mate quickly noticed the rod tip bending over as the fish pulled on the line.
“Now ease the fish in and keep the rod tip up,” Gus told Charles. “Step back when I tell you, as the fish
gets closer to the boat, to scoop him in the net.” Charles listened to every advice Gus stated as he hauled
the fish closer towards the boat. After quite a fight, the fish was captured. Photos were taken and the lure
was set back out to catch another fish.
Catching the fish was very enjoyable, yet all in all, the entire experience of boating in the open water,
talking with friends and spending time together made the charter fishing trip with the Night Flight in Port
Washington, Wisconsin a highlight of our summer!
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